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Abstract: A two electron-temperature, quasi-steady model of the corona of a 
laser-ablated pellet is considered. Ablation pressure, critical radius and mass 
flow rate are determined. Results are close to those obtained with heat flux 
saturation well below the free-streaming limit. 
1-4 
In recent, quasi-steady analysis of the spherical, quasineutral corona 
outside the ablation surface of a laser-irradiated pellet, absorption was as-
sumed to occur around the critical density n . Using the continuity equations, 
nvr =const=li» the momentum and energy equations for the ion-electron fluid 
read 




UTTu^kT+i^r-v J + HTir'q o, 
where W is the absorbed laser power; the electron heat flux q took either the 
least of classical (-K T 5 / 2 dT/dr) and saturated [fnkT(kT/m)1/2 sign(dT/dr)] val-
ues at each point, or just the classical one everywhere (formally equivalent 
2 
to letting f+»), The ion temperature does not figure in (1), (2) because the 
charge number Z, was assumed large. 
the ablation radius r„: T =0, 
The solution satisfies conditions at 
2 
the sonic radius 
(3) 
, ) : 2 = dlnT/dlnr or r = r (4) 
_ i s cr 
the c r i t i c a l radius r : r2v= u/n (5) 
cr cr 
inf in i ty : T-*0 (required for T not to be multivalued or negative)(6) 
The eigenvalues r r r , P^ (ablation pressure) , and u could be then determined in 
terms of V, n 
etara X. 
, r . m,/Z,, 7 ( Z , ) , k, m/f . There are three dimensionless param-
cr ra 3* X2 = ( W / n c r 5 / 6 ) ( K / k 7 / 2 ) V U ( m i / Z i ) 7 / 8 , and f ( A i / Z 1 ) 1 / 2 (A. = ion 
mass number), but actually r / r , P /n (m,/Z,)U2=Y and \i/r2r\ n . where U = 
r 2 -il/3 c r a a cr i i 11/12 a c r 1/9 
a [W/UTtrancr(m1/Z1)] ' , are functions of just X j / X j ' = X and f(A1/Z i) , 
the f i r s t two given in Figs. 1 and 2, from Ref. 4 ( fu l l l i n e s ) . The f-dependence 
is weak for r but strong for Pa[u<P ) being unaffected by f except for very 
low f, a discussion on the f-dependence of u/r n U is not neededj. ' 
Eliminating p in ( 7 ) , P(V)* and r c r{w)» "a obtain Y and r / r versus X, drawn 
in Figs. 1, 2 (dashed l ines) for a few values of Bi Fig. 2 shows that for B 
growing with X(ttW) as expected, the X-dependence on Y i s much weaker than that 
corresponding to free-streaming sa tura t ion . Assume 
,2/3 JcT, = C(n)i/Zi)1/3 (»/•***£. n^)*' (B) 
C being a dimensionless constant.Many experiments have proved (B) correct for 
planar geometry; fur ther , (7) shows that C, defined by (8 ) , i s a weak function 
of the ion-hot electron energy r a t i o at r . From (8) and kT , as provided bv 
cr c J 
the analysis itself, we obtain 8(X,Y,r /r J which, when used with the dashed 
cr a 
curves in Figs. 1, 2, yields the dotted lines. In agreement with recent experi-
7 
mental data for spherical geometry, our results appear to correspond to values 
of f midway between free-streaming and the strong flux reduction (f = 0.03) found 
in planar geometry. 
We performed preliminary calculations that include hot-electron) effects in 
the overdense region. The collisionless hot distribution-function is self-con-
sistently determined by making use of energy and angular momentum conservation; 
the energy flux is the only electron quantity to which hot electrons malce an 
appreciable contribution. Quantitative modifications seem weak to moderate, not 
affecting the conclusions of this paper; complete results will appear elsewhere. 
The validity of our work is most clearly discussed in terms of the ratio 
r /r . For r _/i_. decreasing, both B and the cold mean free path decrease and 
at some point, say v 7r =2.5, hot electrons thermalize at r 1 below, clas-
n cr a cr 
sical results* are valid. At the other end, when r /r reaches about 9, the 
cold electrons become collisionless at r and the hot electrons reach the ab-
lation surface, preheating the target. 
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There is (controverted5) evidence, from experiments and simulations, that f 
should lie well below the free-streaming limit (f=0.6) and there have been at-
tempa to determine an appropriate f as local, kinetic effect. However, no local 
"f" could take an universal value, and saturation at a very low f would imply 
saturation in a collision-dominated plasma. He assume on the contrary that sat-
uration will only occur when collisions are not dominant (f of order of unity), 
strong heat flux reduction being an overall effect due to the appearance of two 
electron temperatures. Suppose that absorption at the critical surface produces 
electrons hotter by a factor 6 than the local main population; the hot mean free 
path being 6 times the cold one, hot electrons could remain decoupled from the 
main electrons for r > r and over part of the overdense region, even though the 
cold population would be collision-dominated at least up to r . 
Assume first that the hot contribution to electron macroscopic quantities are 
negligible for r<r c r; then Eqs. (l)-(5) could be used for that range, T being 
the main temperature, and q = -KT ' dT/dr. One can proceed as in Ref a. 2, 4: 
Eqs. (1), (2) could be integrated from r outward, using (3), for given U and 
P.; hence, choosing u, conditions (4), (5) yield P (u) and r (u>, and also v = a
 a cr cr 
=v(rcr) and T ^ T l r ^ ) (the "cold" temperature). In Refs. 2,4,W(y) would be 
then determined by condition (6) but now the underdense region requires a dif-
ferent analysis. Assume for simplicity that the hot electrons are monoenergetic, 
their- energy at rcr being -r kT 8, and make the ansatz that due to the electric 
field that maintains quasineutrality their energy decreases, between r and in-
3 c r 
flnity, to a small fraction of •*• kT 8. Then very few cold electrons can reach 
infinity, and the cold contribution to the electron current and energy flow may 
be neglected for all r>r c r < Let v^ be the ion velocity at infinity; the hot-
electron macroscopic velocity will be v^ too because a) the hot-to-ion density 
ratio will approach unity as r-*», and b) hot and ion currents are equal for all 
r:
"
rcr' Con8e9.uently if (p is the electrostatic potential, we get 
IX ' • ) « • ( * - * . ) = 
hot electron velocities being entirely radial at infinity due to the conserva-
tion of angular momentum. It follows that the ansatz introduced is correct: 
1 2 3 9 
9 m v « / , T k T ^ B ! I (ZfTi/m.Xl + m.v ' /3BZ.kT ) « 1. 
* ™ * c 1 1 1 cr i c 
Tha to ta l energy flux at the surface r = 
hot electrons; 
-v (V) + «"tg ~ kT o n e 
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